
Information you will be asked for when requesting a quote for a Platform

Make Model

Year Useable cab to axle*

Cab to tandem Exhaust vertical / horizontal

1. What length platform would you like?

2. What width would you prefer? 96” or 102”

3. What is being hauled?

4. How is it loaded?

5. How is it tied down?

6. What type of floor would you like?

Standard pine floor, Apitong hardwood, Smooth steel, Treadplate steel

7. Would you like a bulkhead?

a. What type? Drop in, Drop in with side gussets, Heavy duty weld on

8. What stake sides height would you like? 40” height or 28” height

9. Would you like a hoist?

a. Will the hoist be Single/Double acting electric or PTO/Direct Mount Pump?

10. Will you be pulling a trailer?

11. Would you like any toolboxes?

12. Would you like any strobe or warning lights?

13. Would you like a rear hitch package?

14. Would you like a brake control?

15. Would you like a sliding ratchet winch?

*The most crucial measurement in the truck equipment installation process is the cab to axle. This is the measurement
from back of cab to the center of the drive axle. For tandem axle applications, the measurement is back of the cab to
center of the tandems (trunnion) known as C.T.
The chart below has been put together to aid you in some common equipment up fits in relation to certain cab to axle

Platform Only
Body Length Cab to Axle

8’ 60”
9’ 60”

10’ 72”
12’ 84”
14’ 108”
16’ 120” to 126”
18’ 138”
20’ 150” to 162”
22’ 162” to 175”
24’ 175” to 192”

Platform & Hoist
Body Length Cab to Axle

9’ 60”
10’ 84”
11’ 84”
12’ 84”
14’ 120”
14’ 126” **
16’ 126”
16’ 144” **
18’ 150”
18’ 174” **
20’ 174”
20’ 192” **
22’ 186”
22’ 210” **
24’ 210”
24’ 234” **
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